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SPACE 
CRETINS

it's DOOMSDAY! 
in order to save 
the world we  

must go... 

again???

12-21-12: can the space  
cretins save the world, 
or will they destroy it???

...back to 
the future!!!



THIS IS INSANE... 
INSANE I TELL 

YOU!!!Friday night!! 
Time for another 

bENdEr!

Gentlemen, 
I propose we 

boldly go on a 
five-year tour!

PArTY ON, 
dUdES!!!

CAST OF 
CHARACTERS:

William Shatner: manager and 
spiritual advisor

Danger Dayne:
Drum 
Commander

Markass
Starkiss
Karkass:
4-string jet 
machine

Paul Diamond 
Blow: star  
guitar, rocket 
vocals

SPACE    CRETINS



SPACE    CRETINS

in "back to the 
future!"

What am I doing 
here???

Is this a comic 
book???

WEIRD... 
...and I have a  

feeling things are 
about to get 
WEIRDER!

Yes, indeed... they are!!! 
Turn the gosh danged page...



The chicks LOVE IT 
when I take my shirt 
off. I know they do.. I 

KNOW they do...

GOODNIGHT 
SEATTLE, YOU’VE 

BEEN GREEEEEAT!

The year: 2004. Another sold out SPACE CRETINS show at the Sunset Tavern.

Later, backstage... The band unwinds and plans the next step toward WORLD DOMINATION...

AWESOME!!!

SMILE FOr 
THE CAMErA, 

bOYS!

rock it and 
shock it!!!

The groupies 
and cold cuts are 
on the way, boss!

What an AWESOME 
show! We were SOO 

AWESOME!
TOTALLY

AWESOME!!!

rock thE arEa! rock thE arEa!



dUdES! You have a 
conference call from 
WILLIAM SHATNEr!

Beam 
him in!

BZZZZZZ....ZZZAAAPPPPP

Gentlemen... 
dudes... Good day.

WHAT'S UP, bILL???



Gentlemen... We must  
discuss a matter of great 

importance...

According to the ancient 
Mayans, the END OF THE 

WORLD will come...

 on December 21st, 2012...
12-21-12...!!!

The Ancient 
Mayans??? Is that a 

band??
Never heard 

of 'em.

They 
SUCK!!!

NO! You fools! The 
Mayans were an ancient 
yet highly advanced cul-
ture that once existed in 
what we now call South 

America...

"They were instructed by ancient aliens to write 
a calendar. This calendar correctly predicts the 
END OF THE WORLD."

oogah boogah!



On 12-21-12...
 the world... will CEASE 

to exist...

I... will CEASE to exist... 
You... will CEASE to exist...

The entire Universe...

...will CEASE 
TO ExIST!!!

It's DOOMSDAY... 
The END of DAYS!!

I love it when he 
gets dramatic...

Sounds 
heavy...

But how 
does that affect 

us...?? Yeah!

Dudes...

The only way to 
stop this... to stop  

DOOMSDAY...

"...is for you... the SPACE CRETINS... 
to play one final show on 12-21-12 
before midnight...

"...you must play the ROCKET ROLL 
album in it's entirety... and this must 
be done with the original 2004 lineup!!!

"It MUST BE SO...

"So it has been written... 
SO IT MUST BE DONE..."



But, Bill... why are 
you bothering us 
with this now?

Why don't you 
hit us up in eight 

years??

Yeah! It's only 
2004, dude! Chill!

Dudes... the 
Mayan calendar also 

predicts that the SPACE 
CRETINS as a band...

...will release just 
two albums and 
BREAK UP long 

before 2012!!!

that WiLL 
nEVEr haPPEn!!!

noo WaaY!!!

YES WAY, dudes... 
and the calendar 
also predicts that 

after you break up as 
a band...

...Karkass is destined to 
work in the Salt mines 

on Planet Trexis...

Paul Diamond Blow 
will develop genital warts 

on Planet 9...

...and Danger Dayne 
will marry a sexy 

space babe!

gulp!

gulp!

score!



THE FUTUrE 
SUCKS!!!

LET'S 
CHANGE IT!!!

Hey, I kinda 
like my 
future...

SOON... back at SPACE CRETINS headquarters...

Dudes... I am 
teleporting you to the future... 

to December 21, 2012...  
direct on stage at the 

2-Bit Saloon. 

DO it...!!!

DO it...!!!

DOOOO it...!!!

PREPARE 
TO ROCK...



Dudes, let's go...
BACK TO THE 

FUTURE!!!

rock it and 
shock it!!!

The fate of the 
world is in your hands... 

DON'T BLOW IT!!!

BZZZZZZ....ZZZAAAPPPPP



BZZZZZZ....ZZZAAAPPPPP
HELLO, 2-bIT!

WE COME FROM THE PAST 
TO SAVE YOUR FUTURE!

LET'S ROCK 
THE MUTHA-FREAKIN'

AREA!!!

FAST FORWARD... to 2012!!!

rock thE arEa! rock thE arEa!

Will the SPACE 
CRETINS suc-
ceed in saving 
the World, or 
will they 
DESTROY it??? 
Tune in at the 
2-Bit Saloon on 
12-21-12 to find 
out!!!




